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And' the Winner Is ... 
The winning entry in our. 
Sweethearts' Sweepstakes is 
,featured with all the juicy 
details. We didn't get as many 
enties as expected,but hey, 
what's money when you've 
got love? 
See page 6 
. Kayak or Die 
Learn about the people who 
shoot the rapids in those 
funky little boats 
See Sports, page 7 
University of Missouri-St. Louis I .. 
CUrators O.K. Engineering Plan 
by Kevin Kleine 
editor 
After more than a year of planning, 
the University of Missouri Board of 
Curators .voted to approve a plan for an 
engineering program at UM-St. Louis. 
The JJoarci voted Jan. 25 to offer 
bachelor's degrees in electrical and 
mechanical engineering in cooperation 
with the Rolla campus and washington 
University. Faculty from all three schools 
will be used to teach the 1,200 student~ 
expected to enroll in the pro gran" The 
degree would Qear the name of UM-
St. Louis. 
"There's a lot of support in the St. 
Louis area for this program;' M. 
Thomas Jones, deputy to the chancellor 
said. "The program serves a group that 
the Rolla campus does not: ' 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~ "We keep sending mixed signals to get our best case forward," he said. 
(There's a lot of support for this program 
in the St. Louis area. The program serves 
a group that the Rolla campus does not." 
Opposition to the program has,come 
mostly from legislators and business 
men in the Rolla area. John Powell, a 
Rolla businessman active in republican 
politics, sent a letter to the govemor and 
university officials claiming that duplica-
tion of the degrees is an unnecessary 
burden on taxpayers. 
UM-St. Louis officials and area 
legislators that support the program say 
that the non-traditional student will be 
-M. Thomas Jones 
\ 
the target of the program rather than 
the full-time students that the Rolla 
campus serves. 
The curators have forwarded the plan 
to the Coordinating Board for Higher 
Education, which must approve all new 
programs in Missouri public colleges. 
The board voted 4-2 for approval of 
the program with Jo)m Lichtenegger of 
Jackson,Mo and Andy Runge of Mex-
ico, Mo as the dissenters. 
. our constituents;' Lichtenegger said. Jones expects the first classes in the pro· 
"We're out of money, but we're going to gram to offered as early as January of 
start a new program:' 1991. He said that by the end of the Cu[-
UM System President C. Peter rent legislative session, there should be 
Magrath has said that the engineering a good idea of how much money will be 
proposal is not a new program, but allocated for the plan by the legislature. 
merely an extension of an existing one. "We're at the point where we've got two 
Governor John Ashcroft has stated things going on," Jones said. "The pro-
earlier in the year that he wanted to "put po sal is being submitted to the CBHE 
the brakes on" any new programs until for review and simultaneously; we've got 
the status os higher education in the a request for funding in to the 
state can be studied. Missouri ranks legislature. 
47th out of 50 in funding for higher The cost of I1mning the S1. Louis 
. education across the nation. degree program is estimated to be $6 
UM-St. Louis administrators remain million per year. It is expected that 
optimistic about the future of the plan. about $4.9 million in state funding will 
"I think the best thing to do is be be required to support the program evey 
positive;' Jones said . "We're cedrtainly yhear with the remainder coming from 
very hopeful that they [the CBHE] will student fees. 
react favorably. We're working hard to 
No One WantsUM-St. Louis Dioxin 
by Kiril David Dickinson 
reporter 
Hickerson went on to mention that 
students should not be alarmed if they 
smell something coming from the 
Dioxin stored on the UM-St. Louis building, because dioxin is only one of 
campus will not be moved anytime soon, many chemicals stored there. and the 
according to the central administration other chemicals are easier to smell than 
of the University of Missouri. dioxin . 
Ed King, Director of Insurance Risk According to Hickerson, "If [so-
Management for the University, said meone] smells anything, hances are it 
Feb. 2, that "we cannot move [the diox- is some oth er chemical - not dioxin." 
in] because no one else will take it." Some of the ther chemicals stored 
It was discovered in 1987 that a dioxin in the building include flammable li-
solution stored at UM-St. Louis was quids, toxic watte, mercury, pesticides, 
contaminating solvents stored in the _ herbicides, biological wastes, radioactive 
Dangerous Chemicals Storage Building, waste, and asbestos. 
but no action was taken to move the There have also bet:n reports of a 
dangerous chemicals from the campus dl1lm containing 1,4 dioxane that has 
at that time. been stored in the facility since the 
Jim Hickerson, head of the UM-St. university here came into existence. The 
Louis Environmental Health and Safe- chemical creates peroxides as it sits for 
ty, Jim Hickerson, explained that the long pel10ds of time; peroxides are very 
dioxin stored here is in a solution of ap, sensitive to shock and can react 
proximately 8 parts dioxin per billion explosively. 
parts of liquid, instead of 8 parts per The Dangerous Chemicals Storage 
triilion, as was previously reported. Building is located right next to the 
The solution is doubly enclosed in General Services Building. 
steel drums. He said that it is unlikely Said Hickerson. "You couldn't get 
that any could leak out. your hand between the buildings." 
A vent that pumps air from the Located in General Services are the 
Dangerous Chemicals Building into the Personnel DepaJtment, the police sta-
open airwas a concern in the past tion, Graphics Services, the 
Mr. Hickerson explained, "We like to maintenance department, and the 
keep a negative pressure in the building University mailroom. 
to keep contaminants that might leak Dioxin, a dangerous chemical with 
froin accumulating." recently discovered mutagenic proper-
Th do this, air is pulled in on one side ties, was among unknown substances 
of the building and vented on the other brought here in 1981 in twelve barrels 
side. from a University agronomy station in 
Vice-Chancellor of University Relations 
John McCluskey cited ignorance of diox-
in's danger and [oot-dragging by the En-
vironmental Protection Agency as 
reasons for the delay in taking ac tion. 
Hickerson said ban'els containing the 
chemicals wer brought here because 
this was the closest campus to· Weldon 
Springs. Th bane! , he said. are the 
prop liy f the entral ad ministration 
in Columbia. 
King e.xplained that every campus has 
some SOli of hazardous waste storage 
facility, so it was decided to simply move 
th e dioxin to the nearest campus. 
Since that time, at least two workers 
have repOlted being exposed to dioxin. 
In addition. a hazardous waste techni-
cian, David Williams, repolted seeing a 
"pinhole leak" in a cltllm containing 
dioxin. 
For a petiod of two weeks, con-
taminated solution leaked from the 
dl1lm. WilJiams said in an interview that 
"the 'pinhole' leak was about three in-
ches in diameter and dripped into a 
main drain in the storage facilitl' '', but 
was quick to point out that th e drain 
accomodates onl\' that building. 
In 1987 and 1988, University officials 
said that immediate steps were being 
taken to have the dioxin removed from 
the UrvI - St. Louis campus. but the 
chemicals remain in the Dangerous 
Chemicals Storage Building today. 
"We like to dump more air than we Weldon Springs. 
When asked why dioxin is still being 
stored here, ]'l:ing responded. "Where 
do you want to put i1' \Ve cannot move 
it anyv.·ay, because no one else will take 
it" TOXICWASTE:Barrels like the one above store dioxin in the take in; ' said Hickerson, in order to At the Weldon Springs station. it had 
General Services building across from the Mark Twain Gym.(Cur- keep the indoor pressure low. "When been used as a presen'ativt' to protect There are no incinerators liscenced 
rent File Photo) . . . transferring chemicals, some vapor is wood from insects. to dispose of dioxin in the U.S. , King CuJ .... ntors Ral·Se D given off;' he said, "[but] it would be ex- The barrels remained on the campus said . 
, &,.It .l.~ e e S, tremely diffic~lt for anyone to .sm~lI six years before the chemicals in the bar- He said that the dioxin will stay on Approve King Holiday anythmg commg from the bUlldmg. rels were scientifically tested. Former campus indetInitely 
J by Barb Braun 
news editor 
Students at all UM System campuses 
will have to pay an extra $2 per credit 
hour for new computer equipment, the 
Board of Curators voted last Thursday. 
UM-St. Louis also faces a $7.20 in-
crease in activity fees. 
The increase in computer fees is a 
first step in overcoming a lack of com-
puters in the UM System. 
':It should be recognized that the pro-
. posed fee is only a partial solution and 
not a complete answer to the enormous 
needs in academic computing," Magrath 
said. "The amount necessary to provide 
our students with adequate computing 
services can only be accomplished 
through a shared investment between 
the state of Missouri and the University:' 
Currently the UM System invests 
roughly $184 per student for computing, 
while the average at some engineering 
schools and other Big Eight and Big 
Ten universities is $452 per student. 
The UM System needs to raise $14 
million a year to match other univer-
sities in computer spending. The $2 fee· 
increase will raise about $4.5 million a 
year. 
Academic Computing, is an important 
'part of the five-year, $144 million plaJil 
the UM System wants to implement. 
"This is a pressing need;.' Magrath 
said,"A. majorinvestmentinacademic Campus Financial Aid Officers 
computmg Will help better prepare the . . 
University's students for today's ' 
technological world and ensure thei,~ Res.-st Bush's 
competitiveness m the Job market. 'Drug War ' Tactics 
The Board of Curators also decided 
to give university employees the day off 
on Martin Luilier King Day. The deci-
sion.to make the holiday-which has 
sparked much controversy on this 
campus-official, also resulted in one of 
the board members leaving the meeting, 
obviously upset. 
Curator Fred Kummer did not agree 
with the plan to give the university's 
estimated 20,000 employees and 54,000 
students the day off. Instead, he was in-
terested in providing scholarships for 
minority students in King's name. 
Kummer did not want the university's 
employees to swap one of four personal 
days for the holiday. Curators were split 
4-4 on the decision before Eva Louise 
Frazer, ~ board's first black president, 
cast the deciding vote. She voted after 
asking if money would be saved if the 
university were to reduce the number of 
personal days to fund the scholarships. 
The answer, from President Magrath 
and his top aide Jim McGill, was "no". 
The holiday will bring the number of 
holidays for employees and students to 
eight: The King Holi,day ~11 be observ-
ed on the third Monday in January, ef-
fective with the 1991-92 academic year. 
(CPS)-Even as President George 
Bush prepared to go to Colombia, 
claiming there's been "notable progress" 
in the war on drugs, academia's officials 
said anti-drug efforts on college cam-
puses are failing. 
A nUmber of the campus officials who 
are supposed to lead the charge against 
illicit drugs, moreover, have flatly refus-
ed to do so. 
'.' 1 don't think institutions believe it's 
their responsibility to become Big 
Brother," said Dallas Martin of the ~a­
tiona! Association of Student Financial 
Aid Administrators (NASFAA). 
Aid officials at Nebraska and Harvard 
universities and at the University of 
California at Berkeley recently admitted 
that, aside from collecting signa,tures on 
aid forms, they're doing nothing to help 
enforce the federal search for student 
drug users. 
Aid officials at other campuses have 
not reported any student drug us'ers' 
names to the u.s. Department of 
Education since July 1,1989, when a 
new law empowered the department to 
strip students convicted of drug offenses 
of their financial aid. 
"It's a little too early to teU" if the law 
will work, asserted Education Dept. 
spokesman Phil Cauthen. 
Nevertheless, 10ur state governors ad-
vocated tightening the noose on 
students a little more in recent weeks. 
In their list of new laws they would like 
passed. both Nebraska Gov. Kay Orr and 
Wisconsin Gov. Tommy Thompson 
seperately proposed in mid-January to 
make state schools expel students con-
victed of drug offenses. 
In Ariwna and Wiscomin, lawmakers 
will consider bills to cut off state 'finan-
cial aid to student drug users. 
"The complaint I'm hearing is 'Why 
am I being held at such a higher stan-
dard than someone who's rich?'" 
reported Jim Smith of the Wisconsin 
Student Association of the measure, 
under which student drug users who 
don't get aid-presumably because they 
are wealthy enough not to need it-could 
continue to attend classes. 
Statewide student associations in 
Florida, Oregon, California and Arizona 
have passed resolutions denouncing 
federal and state government efforts to 
tie financial aid to the "drug war." 
The 1988 Drug-Free Workplace Act 
and President Bush's September, 1989, 
anti-dmg initiative would force students 
who get Pel! Grants to sign a pledge that 
they will not use illegal substances. 
By 1991, all campuses are supposed 
to 'have anti-drug programs in place, 
along with the means to e.xpel collegians 
convicted of drug offenses. 
Already, campus aid officials are sup-
posed to. report students convicted of 
drug crimes to the Dept. of Education, 
which is then to take the money away. 
Legally, the student also may be pro-
secuted for fraudulently signing the 
pledge not to use dl1lgs, fined $10,000 
and sent to jail for five years, effecti\'ely 
11lining the student's life. 
"Financial aid is losing its purpose, 
which is to provide higher education: ' 
said Jose Huizar of the student govern-
ment at the University of California at 
Berkeley, where in late September about 
50 students alid non-students gathered 
See DRUGS, page 2 
Campus Reminder 
Student Organizations: 
Send announcements of 
events sponsored by 
your group open to the 
whole campus for this 
space 
February 8, 1990 
Record Labeling 
Hits Mainstream. 
And Extremes 
by Kiril David Dickinson 
reporter 
Jean Matthews, state represen-
tative from Florissant, MO (Dis!. 73), 
is co-sponsoring a bill before the 
state legislature to require labels on 
records and tapes that are "offensive" 
to parents. 
• Math€\<JS sent the Current a packet 
OfiVlics she thinks should be labell-
ect: along with numerous articles 
supporting her view. 
Mathews said in a interview last 
week that labeling record would 
wam parents of extreme lyrics deal-
ing with suicide, satanism, drug use, 
se.x and other tabboo topics. 
Among the songs she found offen-
sive were many that people in the 
record industry and many teen~ers 
and college students would term as 
"mainstream:' Songs such as "Anar-
chy in the u.K.;' credited to the 
speed m tal group Megadeath. The 
song advocates anarchy and uses the 
word "pissed" in the neJ..1-to-last line. 
She also took exception to the 
'following lyrics by the rap group 
Public Enemy: 
'1'i:r eatin death cause ya like grittin 
dirt from da graveyard-
)'0 put gravy on it. 
Den ya pick ya teeth . ;:; 
With tomb stone chips 
And casket cover clips--
Dead W()l71en hips 
Hz do the bump with 
Bones-Nutin but love bones 
First ya live den ya dead-
Died hyin ta clock what I said 
Now I got a murder rap cause I bust 
ya cap with Flavor-
Pure Flavor." 
There was also an article about 
the physical effects of rock music. Ac-
cording to the article, the bass tones 
and "driving drumbeats" of rock 
cause the adrenaline and se.x glands 
to "over-secrete." 
The author, Jeff Godwin ,_credits 
this as the reason why concert at-
tendees "raise their fists and destroy 
the arena. It's also why feelings of 
lust and sensuality wash over 
everyone there." 
According to Godwin, rock music 
also slows the flow of sugar to the 
brain, and "a lack of decision-
making ability is the inevitable 
result." 
The article also notes that "Hai-
tian voodoo dl1lm music has the 
same rhythms as rock" and refers 
specifically to Janis Joplin, Elton 
John, the Eagles, and Stevie Wonder 
as musicians who use such rhythms. 
F'utther on in the packet is a 
number of quotes designed to ex-
pose the secret goals of the rock 
music industry, such as this one from 
Jacques.Morali , the group manager 
of The Village People: "I aln sincere-
ly trying to produce songs to make 
the gay people more acceptable. [It's 
a protest] against Anita Bryant:' 
The last page in the packet was a 
press release from State Represen-
tative Jean·Dixon, the main sponsor 
of the bill in question: 
"The parents of those youth in-
volved in suicides and violent crime 
almost universally express astonish-
ment when they discover what their 
children were hearing. As a result of 
this lack of information, House Bill 
931 has been introduced to require 
an informational disclosure label on 
the outside of any album that eu-
courages and promotes youtn 
suicide, violent act,. or deviant 
criminal sexual activity.' 
PAGE Two 
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Fishing, Clothes Shopping Alike 
West's Side 
Stories 
by Julio West 
columnist 
The weather has been, shall we say, 
abnonnal all winter. Downright balmy. 
And other than the snow last weekend 
the skies have been pretty clear. 
And now that it is February, boys start 
to get spring fever. You know-that time 
of year when young mens' fancies tum 
to thoughts of baseball and fishing. 
My wife doesn't full y understand the 
joy of standing in a stream in 30 to 
4(k1egree weather in earlv March. And, 
if she has her way, she will never find 
this joy, because she will never seek it. 
We have reached the conclusion that 
buying fishing tackle is, for a male, very 
similar to shopping for clothes, for a 
female. 
My wife can spend hours-it is impor-
tant to realize that this is not an 
eJ<agerration-hours looking at clothes. 
Then she does the worst thing of all : she color at least once a day in his diaper. 
asks me what I think about a particular I don't care what you say; that is ex-
item. (Remember here that she says I actly what that color looks like. If you 
dressed like a Shrine Circus clown don't believe me, come by the house 
before she married me and saved me sometime and I'll prove it 
from the mire of the evil "guys-wha:-buy- ' Fishing, on the other hand, is an art 
their-own-clothes swamp".) fonn. Let's face i,t-it takes some talent 
I have only one question: if women to hurl small, SHARP objects around 
see something they like, why do they your head for three or four hours at a 
have to look at it in every color it is time, not to mention doing this while 
made in? standing in a frigid stream or on the bow 
"Isn't this cute?" she asks me. of a boat in sweltering heat. (Summers 
"Yes, honey, I do like that;' I reply. in the Midwest are brutal and what with 
"I look awful in this color." the hole in the orone 1 may have to find 
"So look at the blue one:' a new hobby.) 
"U's on the other side of the rack; I'll Buying fishing tackle is altogether 
just work my way around:' cheaper than buying clothes. Jackie is 
And so it goes, around those silly cheaper, so you can afford ALL the col- . 
round racks, looking at this item whic~ ors th:!.t a lure comes in, rather than 
was originally attractive but is quickly ' chossing the one you look best with. 
losing its appeal as I am forced to look I don't look good in any color. 
at it in every color of the rainbow. I think I'm onto something Freudian: 
By the way, who came up with that I substitute color selection in tackle for 
mustard yellow color for clothing? I us- my own shortcorrlings in fashion . 
ed to think, "WOW! Someone actually Well, we won't find out today; my wife 
came up with a new color, they're pro- just picked out my clothes for work and 
bably getting rich: ' I'm running late. 
Then I realized' my son makes that 
EWSBRIEFS 
The University of Missouri-St. . 
Louis' Financial Aid Office will 
be offering t1nancial aid 
workshops for interested students 
and area residents. These 
workshops will highlight the 
various types of financial aid for 
which students may apply for the 
academic year 1990-91. Each 
workshop will also give step by 
step instruction in completing 
the 1990-91 American College 
Testing's (ACT) Family Financial 
Statement (FFS). . 
UM-St. Louis' Financial Aid , 
Office requests those individuals 
attending tile sessions bring the 
parents' and student's completed 
1989 1040 Federal Tax Forms, 
any 1989 untaxable income 
statements-AFDC, Social Security 
benefits or Veterans benefits-and a 
No. 2 soft lead pencil. 
All sessions of the financial aid 
workshop will be held in lC. Pen-
ney and the University Center on the 
north campus. 
All day ses~ions will be held from 
1 p.m. to 3 p.m. in Room 72 of the 
lC. Penney Building. The sessions 
will be held every Monday from Feb. 
5 to Feb. 26. 
All the evening sessions will be 
held from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in Room 
156 in the University Center every 
Tuesday from Feb. 6 to Feb. 27. 
If you have any questions, please 
contact Mark Nugent, Director of 
Financial Aid, Room 209, Woods 
Hall, 553-5529. 
DOD 
The present semester will see the 
newest members to the UM-St 
Louis Omicron Pi chapter 6f Sigma 
Delta Pi - the Spanish National 
Honor Society. On Dec 9, 1989, 
there was a formal ceremony in-
itiating the new members. Officiating 
was Dr. Theresa Johnson of the Kap-
pa Omega chapter of St. Louis 
University, assisted by George 
Nichols, also of SLU. Dr Alicia 
Ramos of the UM-ST. Louis 
Spanish Deparbnent, the group's 
founder in 1985, faculty adviser and 
organizer of the event, was active in 
the ·proceedings. The Fall '89 in-
itiates were: Shari K. Aguilar, 
Elizabeth Birdwell, Elena Kenyon, 
Dawn Kyle, Norka Maldonado, 
Kelley Mueller, Marilyn Stalzer,' Amy 
M. Stiffler and Sheri Wuensch. 
The Video 
Instructional 
Program-
We've got it! * 
* Transfer into our program 
(before. on. o~ even after the Feb. 6 drop/add deadline) 
and recover your enrollment fees! 
Sign Up Now! 
Next session begins March 15 
CC?UTses/au- on loccu. cable stations and are available in UM-St. Louis libraries 
Video Instructional Program • 553-5370 
Drugs from page 1 
on the campus for a "smoke-in" to pro-
test the oath. 
Few students equate such oaths and 
threats with a serious anti-drug 
program. 
"I don't-think it's going to have any 
bearing on anyone," said Julianne 
Marley, head of the U.S. Student 
Association, which represents campus 
student presidents in Washington, D.C. 
"It's a copout, a nice way to think, 
'Oh, we're doing something for the war 
on drugs;" she added. 
Even the nation's top "drug warriors" 
agree. "I'm sure [Drug Czar William 
Bennett} will concede it's not a great 
deterrent:' allowed Bennett aide David 
Robb. "If people are going to sign 
something and not comply, that's up to 
them:' 
Robb also maintained that,when it 
comes to combatting illegal drugs, "all 
too' often, universities are looking the 
other way." 
Bennett, a frequent critic of the way 
colleges and universities are run, still 
had h'arsh words for higher education 
during a Dec- 11 speech at Harvard, 
where he accused scholars-no~ly 
Princeton University researcher Ethan 
Nadelrnann-of undennining his efforts 
by suggesting that the best way to win 
the war is to legalize dru~. 
"We may feel betterbecause Wfi!ve re -
quired [students to sign a pledge]:' Mar " 
tin said, "but that doesn't mean the. 
mechanism is \~orking: ' 
"In the great public-policy debate over 
drugs, the · acallemlc an~ mtellectual 
communities have, by and large, had lit-
tle to contribute, little of that has been 
genuinely useful or for that matter men-
tally distin}!uished;" Bennett said. 
Academic officials reply that Bennett's 
plan simply can't work because it re-
quires that unlikely people-educators 
and administrators-act like a national' 
~rug police force. 
Spring Break 
Getavvay Retreat 
For Under $40 
March 4-8 
In the comfort of priva~e facilities, in the beauty of 
over 1 000 acres of the Ozarks, you will explore 
wood~d paths, caves and rivers. You will relax, 
discuss, pray, make new friends and become refresh-
ed. Trained retreat staff also available for your use 
upon request. 
Spaces Limited, call 385-3455 and reserve a 
space for yourself & friends 
SponsQred by Newman House 
Our passport 
photos won't 
break your' 
travel pudget. 
I , 
1,01, . 
The next time you need instant passport photos. come to Kinko·s. You 'l! 
ha\'e them in minutes, without hreaking \'our travel budget. 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
• $2 Off Instant Passport Photos • 
• Bring th iS coupon into Kinko's for $2.00 off on a set of regularly priced Instant • 
• Passpor1 P'1oto s. No appointment necessary. Not valid with any other offer. One • 
• coupo per customer. Valid through 2·28·90. • 
• • 
: O~:_~~r- kinko.s· : 
• 8434 Florissant Rd. • 
• (3 blocks from campus) the copy center • 
• 1-70 and Florissant Rd. • 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Search Begins For 
1990-91 
• Editor 
The Senate Student Publications Committee is now excepting applications 
for the position of editor of the Current for the upcoming accademic year. 
The editor is responsible for the overall administration of the paper and set-
ting editorial policy 
-Applications roay be picked·up in room 1 of the Blue Metal Office Bldg. located 
near the intersection of East and Mark Twain Drives on the north side of campus. 
- Return the application by Feb. 28 to the €hair of the Student Publications Com-
mittee along with a cover letter, .clips, letters of reccommendation and references 
in a sealed envelope. Send applications to: ' .-
Sara page McCorkle 
307 SSB Tower 
UM--.:St. Louis 
8001 Natural Bridge Rd. 
5t Louis MO 63121 . 
-Prepare a detailed evaluation of the Current and a five-minute oral presenta-
tion for the committee ' interview to' be scheduled after the deadline. 
'Final Deadli'ne: Feb. 28 
. ,. . ~ 
·ED,ITORIALS 
february 8, 1990 
Non-Traditional Victory 
Non-traditional students have won the first round of a hard fought 
battle. The Board of Curators has fmally recognized that they exist and 
have needs different than the traditional full-time student. 
'. The victory came when the Board approved an engineering program 
for this campus. In chasing the goal Chancellor Barnett has set of becom-
ing a world class university, programs that cater to student's special 
needs are necessary. Companies such as monsanto, and McDonnell 
Douglas cannot afford to have their employees out of work, but want 
them to 'continue their education. The engineering programs and others 
"already in place enable working people toenhancdheir educabon and 
their earning power. 
~ It'was a good. move for students and the economy of St. Louis and 
the state. \ . 
Assigning Your Individuality 
by Kiril David Dickinson 
reporter 
I recently got a letter from the Dean 
of Arts and Sciences informing me 
that I had made the Dean's list. It was 
a nice letter, though, like most of the 
letters I get from the University, it was 
stylistically unspectacular. 
What I thougbt was curious about 
ft, though, was that it was sent to a 
Mr. Dickinson-920079. 
Now, it's nothing special to have a 
student number tacked on to your 
name when you get a form letter from 
a big University, it's not uncommon at 
_ all. 
And we all know the reason for this 
practice is because there are so many 
students that the administration can't 
keep track of them all with a name on~ 
ly, so they throw in a number, just to 
keep everything straight. 
But let's think about this for a 
minute or two. What do you think 
comes from this numbering business? 
For one thing, it's easier to organize 
the students in computer files. 
Have you ever noticed how if you 
need some information about your 
classes or your registration-anything 
administrative, really-they don't real-
ly want your name? 
What do they ask for? Your student 
number. That's all they need. 
And suppose you're an ad-
ministrator who needs a list of 
students in this or that category. 
Maybe you want to know which 
students are in the Philosophy Club. 
You don't need .much. Ju~t a list of 
numbers. ' " -_ c 
Can you see how the people in 
charge, after years of this number 
thing, might stalt to think of students 
in a different light? 
"Hey, did you get a letter off to 
920079? Good. That's a good kid, 
that 920079." 
It's ironic that the first thing that 
happens when you go to college is the 
Commentary 
same first thing that happens when 
you go to prison: you get a number. 
In prison, it's part of the process of 
teaching criminals to stop thinking in-
dividually and to become another cog 
in the ~ocial machine. 
At this University, of course, it's just 
a handy bookkeeping device. 
But again I must ask the question: 
what exactly ·do you think comes df 
this numbering business? 
Well, if you think about it, that 
number is like your Social Security 
number; something to be treasured, 
something to be shouted with pride 
because it belongs to you and only 
you. 
For me, it added a little extra 
warmth to the touching letter I receiv-
ed from the Dean. 
Then again, it might mean that ad-
ministrators find it a little easier" to 
deal 'with such things as , budgetary 
problems. Just cut a few numbers off 
the list and viola!-more money for the 
University. 
And that could be the reason why 
many of them don't care what the 
students think; after all, would you 
care about a bunch of numbers? 
No, of course, that's too harsh. If the 
administration didn't care about us 
numbers, would they provide such ex-
cellent food in the cafeteria? 
If they didn't care about numbers, 
then why would they be working so 
hard to get that · nasty dioxin ff 
campus? 
If the Chancellor didn't care about 
numbers, why would there be so many 
of them-on her paycheck? 
I, for one, am proud to be a number 
in the University of Missouri system. 
That number means I'm not just 
another person. . 
I'm 920079. 
I am somebody. 
Letters Policy 
The Current welcomes letterS to the 
editor. The writer's student number 
and phone number must accompany 
allletter.s. Non-students must also in-
clude their phone numbers. Letter.s 
should be no longer than two typed, 
double-spaced pages. No unsigned 
letters will be published, but the 
author's name can be withheld by 
request. 
The current reserves the right to 
edit all letters for space and style 
consideration. The current reserves 
the right to refuse publication of 
letters. 
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The 'Awful Eight': Guidance For 'Grammar 
by David Workman 
copy editor 
As one of the two copy editors on the 
staff, it is my job to make sure that 
everything in the paper is without er-
ror due to punctuation, misuse of gram-
mar, or misspelling. But .this is not 
always an easy task. I have to go back 
through the stories and correct the 
same mistakes over and over. 
When I was in high school, one of my 
English teacher.s had an annual tradi-
tion of handing out a list of the eight 
most frequentl~ made mistakes in the ' 
.English language. 
The list was entitled, "The Awful 
Eight." 
Commentary 
As a public service not only to my 
fellow staff member.s, but the vast com-
munity of students at this univer.sity who 
are constantly placed in the gut-
wrenching position of having to' write 
papers and essays for classes, I would 
like to reprint the list (yes, I got 
permission.) 
1. alright - Technically "alright" is an 
acceptable spelling, but "all right" is 
vastly preferable. Besides, when you 
nave been assigned a 500-word theme, 
"all right" does twice as much good as 
"alright:' 
2. alot - There is no such word as 
"alol:." There has never been such a 
word, and if English teacher.s can hold 
the fort, there never will be. The cor-
rect spelling is "a lot:' 
3. well - as in "Well, after that, Jen-
ny smacked Fred in the face with her 
fist:' Don't ever use "well" to signal that 
you have resumed speaking, and 
everyone should listen once more, or to 
. indicate that you are stalling for time un-
til you can think of something else' to 
say. "WeU" is fine for conversation, out 
of place in writing. 
4. etc: - short for '·et cetera" (not 
LETTERS To THE EDITOR 
KWMUBlues 
Dear Editor, 
Where is it written that in order to be 
an effective manager, you must be 
deceitful? Where is it written that in 
order to manage, you must be loud and 
vociferous7 
I don't know where it's "''fitten but I 
. know who read the book: P~tricia 
Wente, the new General Manager of 
KWMU. 
She may be the author as well. Since 
her arrival a few months ago, KWMU 
has lost seven members of its staff, and 
will undoubtedly lose more. Since her 
anival, her first fund drive-the Fall drive 
f)f '89-was down several thousand 
dollars from the Spring drive of '89. 
Since her arrival, morale at KWMU 
has hit an all-time low. (Patty has been 
unsuccessful at creating enemies of 
friends, however. This is one of her 
despicable tactics.) 
Shouldn't an effective manager try to 
learn her new staff's names? For the 
longest time, I was personally called 
either Moon Paeton, Tipton Paeton, or 
Hey You, when none of these is correct. 
Once she even introduced me to visitor.s 
as Tipton Paeton. You can imagine how 
enraged and embarrassed I was. 
Shouldn't an effective manager think 
before she acts? I've never imown a more 
impetuous person. The Fall fund drive 
was complete chaos well into the actual 
drive due to Patty constantly changing 
. her mind about important dates, times, 
and activities. 
'" Shouldn't an effective new manager 
be willing to listen to ideas? Shouldn't 
an effective new manager mean it when 
she says, "I care"? 
How can Patty Wente manipulate 
people, deceive people, and constantly 
twist peoples' words and not expect for 
the people involved to be aware of it? 
You know, it's hard to go to work 
every day, and know that there is a new 
manipulating trick up 'the new general 
manager's sleeve. 
Somebody, anybody, write a bestseller 
on how to cope with a horrible manager. 
I know some staff that would love to 
read it. . 
. Paeton Tipton 
Ex-Membership Assistant of KWMU 
'Dream' Is Alive 
Dear Editor, 
Shawn Foppe in his editorial beginn-
ing, "The Dream is Dead!'~·cilUsed such 
an onslaught of letters (all of which were 
well written and logical, I might \'ldd) 
that I was provoked by their anger to 
seek out a copy of the Current to see 
what Mr. Foppe had said the week 
before. I must admit offense was taken. 
I have one question for Mr. Foppe. 
What do you know of Martin Luther 
King? \Vhat would the average white 
American know of Mr. ¥:Ing or any civil 
rights leader? 
I'm sorry, I have another question for 
1r. Foppe, What do you really know 
bout the civil rights movement? 
I'm sorry, that's not sufficient either. 
What do you know of oppression? 
Dr. Martin Luther King Day has validi-
ty for anyone with a real desire to see 
discrimination end, and those very few 
Anglo-Saxons who have stepped out of 
their ethnocentric shells surely know 
the value of this day. 
The deeds of Dr. Martin Luther King 
were the most unifying (Best attempt 
anyone in this nation has visibly made 
of acheiving a "melting pot") of anyone ' 
I can recall in American history. 
Surely a day in his honor is more apt 
than many which are celebrated. We 
aren't Irish.(St. Patricks Day) We all 
aren't Christians (Christmas, Easter) We 
do all have one thing common though. 
Tha~ is the fate of this country called 
the United States of America. 
No man in recent times has sacriflc-
ed more and spoken so eloquently to 
convey the wrongs of racism and to ad-
vocate its demise. No man has been 
more inclusive (of all ethnic groups) in 
his scope of racial harmony, 
Dr. Martin Luther King Day is quite 
appropriate. His actions have influenc-
ed this country to change quite 
drastically in 20 years. Perhaps the 
bullet that extinguished his life did bring _ 
mass attention and anger to an other-
wise dormant group. This is significant 
because a similiar bullet to John F. Ken-
nedy didn't provoke similiar anger and 
turmoiL 
Martin Luther King is the closest this 
nation has come to acquiring a leader 
with everyone's interests at heart. He 
. also did this from a very awkward posi-
tion. He did this from the position of 
an oppressed African American minister 
in the 1960's. His accomplishments are 
nothing short of amazing! He instilled 
a rightful pride in a generation of 
African Americans before me. I'm in-
fluenced by his words and actions ta-
day, and reap the rewards of his suffer-
ing. Most of us, black, white, red"blue 
or green can all attest to benefitting 
from his earlier prescence, I only pray 
for another like him. 
Lamont. Graham 
Negative Publicity 
Dear Editor, 
I am really disgusted at all of the ex-
cuses that [UM-St. Louis basketball] 
coach Rick Meckfessel has made for his 
team not winning. He is blaming his 
player.s. In the Jan. 25 edition of the St. 
Louis Past·Dispatch (Sports page 40), 
Meckfessel is quoted as saying, "We just 
don't have .enough people who want to 
play hard. Look at the way Chris Pilz 
played. He was allover the place. He's 
a fighter, a winner. You've got one guy 
playing his heart out, but he's not get-
ting enough help. If we don't get more 
people playing like that, we're not go-
ing to win many games." 
First of all, why would a coach make 
such negative statements publicly? Cer-
tainly, it does not help to boost player 
morale and self-esteem. Coach ' 
Meckfessel is involved in the recruiting, 
training, and counseling of members of 
his team. Most coaches will blame 
themselves for the faults of the team-
not the players. 
I have talked with many students and 
UM-St. Louis faculty who feel the same 
way I do: Meckfessel himself needs to 
be reprimanded. He feels that Chris Pilz 
is the only player making a strong con-
'tribution to the team. I disagree. I have 
attended many UM-St Louis basketball 
games and I see a great potential among 
our basketball players who get little or 
no attention. 
I suggest that Coach Meckfessel 
employ better recruiting practices and 
coaching skills, or simply resign. Basket-
ball players should not be subjected to 
this kind of verbal abuse. 
Mark Anthony Jones, 
Sophomore. UM·St. Louis 
Engineering 
Support 
Dear Editor, 
I am very concerned abounhe com-
ments and actions of several rural 
Missourians who have denounced the 
proposed undergraduate engineering 
program at the University of Missouri-
Sl Louis. Again, I am shocked at the 
obstacles that UM-St Louis 'must hur-
dle whenever it attempts to diver.sify and 
enhance itself. It is obvious that such 
ones are trying to insure the economic 
health of Rolla's largest employer, UM-
Rolla. Isn't it sad when the U of M 
becomes a political football at the ex-
pense of its students and its services, 
I suggest that these co ncerned rural 
Missourians put faith in the fine reputa-
tion that UM-Rolla has built for itself as 
Missouri 's technolo~ical campus. I am 
Peter Cetera). What "etc." really means 
is, "I'm too lazy to think up any good 
examples, so I'll throw in an 'etc.: and 
that will cover it:' Though not totally out 
of place in writing, "etc." is often abus-
ed and misused and should be avoid-
ed. When "etc." is used you must give 
at least three examples before tossing 
in "etc:' ( ... students, teachers, ad-
ministrators, etc., not. .. students, 
teachers, etc.) 
5. their. they're. there - I have to 
resort to the old cliche on this one: If 
I had a nickel for every time one of these 
words was misused .. . Please note: 
• their - the posessive, as in their 
house, their !lroblem. 
See GRAMMAR, page 6 
confident that those students destined 
for UM-Rolla will make it there. These 
ones should also consider that prospec-
tive engineering baccalaureaJ <::. can-
didates from UM-St. Louis may choose 
to do graduate work at UM-Rolla and 
vice ver.sa. For everyones's information, 
graduate engineering education has 
been available at UM-St. Louis for many 
years. This program is offered through 
a cooperative effort between UM-Rolla 
and UM-St. · Louis. Providing 
undergraduate engineering at UM-St. 
Louis by pooling the expertise and 
resources from both campuses seems 
only appropriate. 
Please remember that engineering 
education is also presently available at 
UM-Columbia and UM-Kansas City. 
Would these rural Missourians also 
choose to reduce or eliminate those pro-
grams as well? Why is it that the 
engineering program at UM-Kansas City 
which if offered in cooperation with UM-
Columbia, has had the blessing of the 
UM Board of Curators and the MissOUli 
Coordinating Board ior Higher Educa-
tion for 'years now, whereas attempts to 
implement such a program at UM-St. 
Louis has been described as an un-
necessary duplication of UM-Rolla 
curriculum? 
A recent study by Developmental 
Stategies Inc. identified a substantial 
amount of Missourians who will miss out 
on an engineering education if such a 
program is not established at UM-St. 
Louis. I dare to say that St. Louis is the 
only city in its league without a public-
ly supported school of engineering. How 
long will SI:. Louisans, as the largest 
contributor.s of state revenue, allow the 
State of Missouri to miserably under-
fund their state university? 
By providing undergraduate engineer-
ing at U!>1-St Louis, the university will .' 
be . able to accommodate the large 
number of pre-engineering students 
who are cUlTently enrolled there. 
Federal, Studies and labor statistics also 
indicate the growing demand for profes-
sional engineers as we enter into a new 
technologically advanced era. As for the 
regional benefits of such a program, 
look what Stanford, MIT, Georgia Thch 
and The Univer.sity ofThxas, to mention 
a few, have done to develop the 
economic base of their areas. By sup-
porting and funding the growth and 
development at the University of 
Missouri-St. Louis the entire UM 
system, the St Louis area and the State 
of Missouri can only benefit. 
Sincerely, 
Jeff L. Kenner 
1982 UM-St Louis Alumnus 
Dallas, TX 
AM I PREGNANT? 
FIND OUT FOR SURE. 
('fo~. ~ANCY 
'rCThTIR 
FREE · Pregnancy Testing 
• Immediate results 
• Completely confidential 
• Call or walk in 
645·1424· 227-5111 
6744 Clayton Rd 
(St. Louis) . 510 Baxter Rd . . 
24-Hour Phon e Service 
The Mac 
was never 
this fast. 
Come in today to see for yourself how productive you can be. 
Our new Macintosh® SE/30 even reads DOS and Apple II 
disks. Test your speed against our newest Mac, 
.--------------------. : $2 Off per hour Mac : 
: $2 011 po< h","" ""~~'~!!!,h oompo'" lim, }~I : 
• One coupon per customer, at . participating Kinko's. Not _ ,":iZi;;;i lii l!:1 1111 L" • 
• vaild With any other offer. Expires 2-28-90. - '"'-':;, • 
• • i o~~g~~s kinko's i 
8434 Florissant Rd. h 
: (3 blocks from campus) t e copy center • 
1-70 and Florissant Rd . • • 
._------------------_. 
• 
Britain 2000 B.C. to 2000A.D. · 
* Fully Escorted 
* Roundtrip Air Included 
* Private Room With Bath 
*7 Dinners 
* 14 Days (June 4-17) 
* Admission-guide to all . 
* Private Motorcoach . 
* Educational Lectures 
. $1998 
SOME HIGHLIGHTS ARE: Holy Island, Sir . Walter 
Scott's Manor,Loch Ness, Home of Shakespeare, Bath 
& Burial place of King Arthur. 
With Elaine Koumparakis Moss 
Travel With Hanne • 
For more information call 962"9955 
TI-IE 
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TECI-INICAL 
INSTRUCTORS. 
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Be 3 N avv oll icer am] illstructor al 
the Navv Nuclear Power Sehoul in . 
Orlando. Fluriu •. T each ccllege:· allu 
grJJ ua te·leveI1ll3t h. ,Clence, ,,, 
cngine.:: rillg In I\lghl\' 11l,)lil' ;lleU sluJents 
and be 3tthe ce nlCr or the pllieer nuclear 
lfatrling p rogrJ In . 
Star lIng r ay is Iliore 111311 ~ 1 9 , l)OU . 
.'\nd more than SD ,(J{JO ai\cr iustthree 
years. Plus there are llul.\lJmlilig ~r' 
sunol and f31l1 11y Cxntl ils illclu uins the 
! 
p<mibili ty orsign ific<ult ·fin ~nc i al 
,, ~sis t Dllce fo r pllstgradualc educa tion . 
Look into a gre~t OPpllrl uni ry today 
if yo u are working lOward a degree in 
",ot h , rhysics. chemistry or engi neer-
ing. You Inig hl even 'luali(y (or $1200 a 
Illollt h righ tnGw while sti ll a junior or 
senior in college . 
To q ualil\', vou mu st be a U.S. cit-
Izen. 28 or youllger, and psss an aptit ud e 
lest oml a physi cal exam, Ca ilihe Navy 
,\\a1l3ge!llem Programs Office . You 
might just linJ ~ · () ur place in the sun . 
NAVY Olilt'ICER . 
You are 'lo! IlOl" row. 
~ou are the Navy. 
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From $149 per person land only 
• 7 Kights South Padre Island Loctging 
• Welcome and Fa rewell Part ies wit h 
refreshm en ts, music an d contests 
• 1 FREE sa iling session 
• Co-Ed Beach Voll eyba ll tou rnamen t 
• On-Island lour directo rs 
• Rou nd lrip motor coach avai lable 
Guaran teed ~ owest 
Cancun, Mexico 
per person 
From $389 w ith air 
.7 nights a t one of Cancul1's fi nest 
resOr t properties 
• Round trip airfhotcl transfcrs 
• Welcome coc kta il 
• FREE Discoun t Fun Doo k 
• On-IslJn d tour di rectors 
• lS '/( resort taxes 
• All reso rt taxes • U .S. depa rture lax 
To sign up or for more information , call: 
Karen 429-1196 
1-800-H1 -PADRE 
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STUDENT LI FE AWARD 
1 989 - 9 0 
Nomination Form 
STUDENT AFFAIRS AWARD The Divisio n o f Student Affa irs invites nominat i on s fo r the 
Student Life Award. The a ward is presente d a nnua lly to a facul ty 
t d t ff . d ' t . b" t d me mbe r, adm i n i strator o r staf f member who , throug h h is o r her S u en A a~rs Awar nom~na ~ons are e~ng accep e ~n efforts, has positively i mpacte d the quai i t y of stude n t life a t the 
the Office of student Activities through 5:00 p.m. Monday, u n ivers ity of Missouri-st.~ __ Louis . 
February 12, 1990_ Me mbers of the UM-St. Louis community are 
invited to submit the names of students whose efforts in the 
areas of student services and activities deserve recognition_ ~ 
Established in 1980, the student Affairs Award recognizes 
those students whose c ontributions to the UM-St. Louis 
community have had a significant impact on the quality of life 
on this campus. Since its inception, neazly 300 ' students have 
received the Student Affairs Award, presented at the Student 
Affairs Awards Banquet held in their honor. 
All UM-St. Louis students (full-time/part-time, ~==_ 
day/ evening, graduate / undergraduate / professional) are eligible 
for nomination. Students may nominate themselves or ano cher 
student. Every nominee is asked to complete and submit an 
application which s olici ts information about the contributi ons 
he or she has made to the quality of life on campus. A 
committee of Student Affairs staff reviews submitted 
applications and selects award recipients. 1== ' 
Please provi de speci li c info rmation b elDl'l that \o/il l 
SUbstantiate yo ur nominati ~n. Wr i ting i n the nominee 's name on l y 
is n o t sufficient information for consideration of t he a l'lard_ 
Attach a dditiona l sheets if neede d . 
In orde r f o r your nomi n e e to be cOJlside r e d, this f o r m mu s t be 
return~d t o the Office o f Student Activit ies, 267 Univers i ty 
Center, no Later than 5 : 0 0 p.m. on Friday, February 16 , 1990. 
Thank y o u, in adv anc e, f o r y our time and part icipation. 
Name of Nominee: 
De par tment /Offi c e: 
Persons wishing to n ominate a student for this -honor may 
call or stop by the Office of Student Activities, 250 
University Center, (ex t . 553-5536) for a n omination form. 
~ § 
~ E ~ 1=- ~ ~ Nominator ~ 
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.... I UPS 
DELIVERS 
ED'UCATION! 
We're UPS, and when it comes to part-time positions that offer flexible schedules, top wages and company 
benefits, we really deliver. 
Openings exist for people t610ad and unload packages. You'll work 3 to 4 hours daily. 5 days a week_ 
Our salaries start at an impressive $8 per hour': Excellent benefits include medical, dental, vision and 
presbr.iption,drug plans. In addition, we offer a clean, safe and friendly environment. . 
Put yourself in a position that really pays off! 
A UPS representative will be on campus conducting interviews on 
. Thursday, February 15, from 9 a~m. to 1 p.m. 
For more information or to apply for an interview, contact the S_T.E.P. (Student 
Employment Program) office. . . 
I ~ I 
.. 
The Student Employment Program Office 
is located at 346 Woods Hall or call 
553-5317. I ~ United Parcel Service An Equal QPportul"ity ~yer WF 
, 
AS AN 
ARMY/NURSE, 
YOU GO 
RIGHT TO THE 
FRONTLINE 
Q~ HEALTH.CARE. 
Whether you're in a mod-
ern hospital, working on the 
frontline of nuclear medicine 
or in a field hospital, when ' 
you're an Anny Nurse. you're 
right in the center of the action. 
The Army offers the dedi-
cated nurse; 
. • a professional envirOIll11ent 
• direct. hands-on experience 
• opportunities for promotion 
• responsibility and respect 
As a vital member of the . 
Army's health care team, you 
will be able to apply your tal-
ents to a full range of nursing 
disciplines. And as an officer in 
the U. S. Army. vou will have an 
opportunity to develop and 
practice your leadership and 
.managerial skills_ 
Ii you're ready to challenge 
yourself again, it's time to talk 
to your local Army Recruiter. 
Sergeant Martin · 
st. louis 
314) 821-4386 
FEATU-RES 
February 8, 1990 CURRE)lT 
'Double' Date Is No Bonanza 
by Victoria Kijouski 
and, Andrea Jauer 
1'aIk about humorous dates, well do 
we have a good one to teil you! On a 
gloomy day in November we met "Bob:' 
. I remember clearly that day becauSe my 
good friend Andrea -and I were in a wild 
mood because we were actuaIly having 
a good day. The whole week was filled 
wjth tests and research papers which 
made us so slap-happy we could barely 
stand up straight. . 
We were in our favorite place in the 
underground and sat with our friends, 
Kim ana Christina. We were busy chat-
ting when one of the janitors came up or Casa Gallardo. 
to us and said, He says, "How about Wendy's or 
"That guy over there thinks you all are Bonanza, or even Dairy Queen?" 
cute!" Bonanza? Is this guy kidding or what? 
We just laughed it off. Then we We couldn't help but laugh. So he ends 
- thought "Hmm ... He is kinda cute and up taking us to the romantic and expen-
boy does he have beautiful blue eyes!" sive Bonanza. 
I don't know what came over us, but We walked into the grandma style 
the next thing I knew, Andrea and I were - restaurant and got the gorgeous food 
talking Charles (the janitor) into setting bar. We went up to the food bar and I 
us up with him. remember clearly the Chuck Wagon 
Charles went over to him and told him soup I ate, which by the way tasted like 
we wanted to go out to lunch with him. dog food. 
Charles came down and said to go up We tried to make conversation with 
and talk to him because he agreed on the guy and he didn't even crack a smile 
the lunch date. when we were both laughing our 
We couldn't believe it because we hardest. He asked us what we did on the 
thought we were being a little too for- weekends and we told him we partied 
ward (which usually isn't our'style), We at the Pike house. \ 
got to taiking with this guy and decid- He said he spent the nights usually 
ed to go to lunch. We ~alked up to his with ' his books. He said he never par-
beautiful red Camaro and thought, tied that much. He admitted to being 
"Wow! This guy has looks and a cool a loner, even at school, and he was glad 
car. What more could' we ask for?" he met us. . 
He asked us where we wanted to go We both were ready to run out of 
to lunch and both of us shook our' Bonanza when he surprising said, "Is 
heads and said, "I don't care:' \ that all you guys are going to eat? I paid 
Now, it's important to know that An- for you guys to eat a couple of salads 
drea and I are used to eating lunch out .and soups?" ~ 
at nice places such as Caleco's, Fridays, The guy paid all in single dollars and 
I think he was broke after paying all of 
. about $10.00 for all three lunches, not 
to mention the UM-St. Louis J.D. 
·discount. 
We felt bad and just to please him, 
we ate some ice cream. 
I watched the clock every second and 
told him we had class at 1:00. Finally, 
we got in his car, which didn't lOOK so 
hot anymore. I said, "What smells so 
good?" . . 
He pulls out his Drakkar cologne 
which was in a clear bottle with a 
homemade white label which read 
Drakar. (The spelling was wrong too!) 
We thought, "Gosh, this guy was a 
dork!" 
Finally, we tell him to drop us off near 
Lucus Hall and he pulls us up on the 
sidewalk and all of these people were 
laughing because he almost hit the trash 
can. We got out of the car, embarrass-
ed like we never have been befo,e and 
took off running. ' 
We said we'll never be so stupid again. 
We fold all of our Pike fi;iends and till 
this day we joke about it. Now. when we 
pass by ~onanza, we laugh and say, "It's 
Bonanza Bob's!" 
How Do You Pick Up Members 
. . , 
Of The Opposite Sex? What,s ' Up \~ 
'1 just ask them if they'd like 
to go for a quick bite at my 
castle in Transylvania." Brian 
Hahn, Education and English senior 
\ d I" '1 dress funky an act coo. 
Amy Raider, English sophomore 
'T just walk up to them and 
say 'Hi, fm rock band' 
[The 
by Andrew Kerman 
'1 usually lie about my finan-
. cial status." Bob Atchison , 
"Beg, Plead and if that doesn't 
, get you anywhere just ask 
nicely." Dave Thomason, Student 
Activities Director 
freshman 
BrOderick Is Glorious ' In ' Civil War Fihn 
by Mike Van Roo 
movie reviewer 
lEd ward Zwick, co-creator of televi-
sion's "thirtysometl1ing" tries his hand 
in directing a major movie Glory. and 
comes off with a very fine job of retell-
ing the story of the Civil War's first black 
fighting unit 
. The 54th Massachusetts Regiment 
was formed in part because of President 
Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation of 
September 22, 1862, freeing all slaves 
in the territories still at war with the 
Union, effective January 1, 1863. One 
month after the proclamation became 
law, the 54th was founded. 
Matthew BrodeJick stars as CoL 
- Robert Gould Shaw, who lead the 54th 
Regiment in battle against the Con-
federate armies of the South. 
Born to wealthy upper-crust parents, 
Shaw lived an early life of grand sur-
roundings and was reminded of his 
patrician heritage and anti-slavery 
beliefs. 
A veteran of the bloody Battle of An-
tietam, where 40,000 soldiers wen~ kill-
ed in just five hours of combat, Shaw 
returned back to Massachusetts to ac-
cept command of the 54th. d 
This regiment, which boasted over 
1,000 black soldiers, was immediately 
marked for death by their former 
southern captors. 
Confederate President Jefferson Davis 
proclaimed that any Negro taken in 
arms against the Confederacy would im-
mediately be returned to a state of 
slavery and any Negro taken in Federal 
uniform would be summarily put to 
death. 
Davis also contended that any white 
officer taken in command of Negro 
troops would be deemed as inciting ser-
vile insurrection and would also be put 
to death. 
Early on in the movie, Matthew 
Broderick has a hard time conveying a 
true military-like sense of command over 
his somewhat skeptical recruits. This 
I was due in part to the young age of 
Shaw at the time of the Civil War. Like 
a lot of officers back then, Shaw was on-
ly 25, far younger than most of the men 
he lead into battle. 
Glory is a powerful film which 
reminds us of how the nation's most 
violent intemal struggle affected all peo-
ple of all races. 
The film is rated "R" because of some 
very graphic scenes depicting the violent 
and almost casual way in which soldiers 
would march point blank into the line 
of fire. This al~ost prehistoric way of 
waiting until "you see the whites of their 
eyes" made cannon and rifle fodder out 
of most soldiers. The warfare of today 
with its computers and lasers makes 
fighting in the Civil War seem barbaric 
and almost slow motion in nature. 
The acting in the film is first rate. In 
addition to Matthew Broderick, who 
lends an initial shy and naive touch as 
the uncertain and somewhat skeptical 
Shaw, there are six other key roles in 
the film. 
Morgan Freeman stars as John 
Rawlins, who volunteers for duty in the 
54th and rises up to the rank of 
sergeant major. Freeman acted as a go~ 
between from Broderick and the men 
and lent a somewhat older-brother im-
age to the new recruits. 
Denzel Washington played 1lip, an 
embittered nmaway slave who wanted 
to fight everyone-and everything in his 
path, but the enemy. There's a par-
ticularly gruesome scene in the movie 
where Thp is punished by CoL Shaw for 
running away from camp .. Despite the 
new found freedom of blacks in the 
54th, one couJdo!.t hide the old scars of 
slavery which criss-crossed his back. 
Four other good supporting roles in 
the film are lihmi Kennedy as Sharts, 
a field hand from South Carolina who 
distinguishes himself as a sharp-shooter. 
Andre Braugher as Searles, Col. Shaw's 
childhood friend who volunteers first in 
the 54th; Cary Elwes as Major Cabot 
Forbes, Shaw's second-in-command and 
one who also is very skeptical at ~rst 
about the idea of the black regiment; 
and John Finn as Sergeant Mulcahy, 
who drills the men almost needlessly, 
but necessarily into fighting soldiers. 
The film climaxes with the 54th head-
ed into immortality as they attempt to 
take over Fort Wagner, a key fort guar-
ding the entrance to Charleston Harbor, 
on July 18, 1863. 
President Lincoln thought it was im-
portant for the No,rth to take the city 
of Charleston, S.c., where the war began 
two years earlier. 
Like most battles that were fought 
during the ,Civil War, this one too had 
enormous casualties. The 54th went in-
to Fort Wagner with 600 men; they suf-
fered 44 per cent casualties trying to 
take the heavily fortified position. Less 
than 100. of the 1,700 Confederate 
troops defending the fort were killed. 
Glory serves as a great lesson for all 
to learn. In fact. a less-violent version 
is being rereased on VCR tape for grade 
schools across the country. Young and 
old alike will get a great sense of recrea-
tion on a terrible chapter of this coun-
try's past that often pit brother against 
brother and father against son. 
The Civil War serves a remainder of 
what can happen when a man's color is 
used for political gain. And how it can 
be used to gain one's freedom. Maybe 
'People in South Africa can leam from 
thi,7 
,.by POV9 W"lters 
and Tnril ·PetruS 
·When l'ms.itting here alone 
Page 5 
I wonqerwhatdQ you think of me. 
Wheil iny love becomes a puzzle 
Thi.1tno oneccm.really believe 
NQtp I know you .don!t widerstand 
. $omet(frl,es I'm not sQ Slife myself 
Why you've tqken iny love and my 
Life and put it on a shelf 
.. And it's tnyheart lhat's breaking. down 
I'm so lOst - rtf frever be ' found 
;; 1JyingtQmake this love affair seem teal 
. . ' White tirJing to figure out bOll! you feel 
y tl:lld [ ~till feel gout bumiJig .emhers 
. bong after our 'fiiedie(j Wt 
> . r feel the pain and'loneliness 
'flie embrace 'Of fear and doubt 
[look Out · iittD the distance 
For that g'e{lm of shimmering hoP? 
>. But, 1 haVe Caine to tM!ize 
That. we've reached the end of our tope 
And it's my fteart that's breaking down 
·l.'m so lost - to never. be found 
1Jymg to make this . love affair seernrtJal 
While trying,fo figure .out hOll YOIl feel . 
Well rve finally come to realize . ~, , 
That life "is all too hard 
So I've Coine to my crossroads 
Where death has materialiZed 
[ move at!Jay - It don'f do me no good 
3,000 miles don't help like J thought it would 
Babe you've gotmy dreains 
All in shambles -, What does it mean 
Don1 tum me over now 
Let me be 
Take these chains off. 1'aJw em off of 
~ . my heart 
, . 
Penguins Got It Good 
Fax ·Of Life 
by-Laura Berardino 
features editor 
Life would be so much easier if we 
were penguins. Maybe not life in general 
but dating would be. 
Think about it. When looking for the 
one bird to share their nest, they only 
go through one simple ritual. 
Since penguins have only one outfit, 
they don't have to worry about being 
underdressed or even overdressed. 
There is no competition between 
members of the same sex to look bet-
ter because they all look alike, kind of 
like Catholic school children. Plus, 
social functions are rather limited on the 
South Pole, so attire isn't something 
that takes a lot of consideration. 
Men penguins come right to the 
point Either their woman gets the rock 
or she doesn·t. If she d.oesn·t want the 
rock. she immediately rejects it and him 
and they both continue their search. 
But this doesn't happen often. 
Humans, on the other hand, go 
through all sorts of ridiculous mating 
rituals before they settle down with one 
person. It's commonly referred to as the 
dating game. 
The dating game is a game of chance. 
Sometimes YQU win, sometimes you 
lose. 
This week the Current gave the stu-
dent body the opportunity to tell all 
about their best, worst, and most 
humorous dates. Because the paper was 
running it as a contest, staff members 
couldn't enter. The staff however, had 
quite a bit to say about their few years 
of dating. Since they didn't have the op-
portunity to voice them I thought I'd 
share them with you. 
Sometimes a really great date can 
turn friends into much more. Scott went 
to a hockey game with a group of 
friends. Somehow they managed to get 
in but were short one ticket. . 
Gentlemen that he is, Scott offered to 
share his seat with Diane, a girl he didn't 
know very well. They took turns sitting 
on each others lap for three periods. By 
the time the game was over they knew 
each other much better. 
Eventually, Scott made this girl his 
bride. 
It was agreed that the all time worst 
date was had by a male staff member 
who prefers to remain anonymous. One 
dark night, a couple of years ago he was 
driving home a co-worker for whom he 
had romantic plans. They were at a stop 
sign when he noticed the gentlemen in 
the next car pointing a hand gun at him. 
Scared, he wondered out loud who it 
could be. Calmly, his passenger infOlm-
ed him that it was her husband. 
A chase to the local police station 
followed . All 's well that ends well since 
he still is here to tell the tale. 
My most humorous date took place 
a few years ago. A group of us were plan-
ning on going to the movies when it 
became apparent that there was a cash 
shortage, which isn't unusual for 
students' Jokingly, the guys discussed at-
tempting to get their dates in as 
children. Of course, my date had to be 
the first to try it. 
John walked up to the ticket booth 
and ordered one adult and one child 
ticket. He looked the girl straight in the 
eye and told her he had to babysit his 
little sister so he was going to take her 
to see Peewee Herman. 
The girl took one look at me, shrugg-
ed and gave him the tickets. 
r prefer to think she wa, having a slow 
night and needed a chuckle. It beats 
thinking I looked younger than twelve. 
There were many more stories to tell 
but due to taste and space constraints 
couldn't be printed. 
Unfortunately,. the campus couldn't 
share as much. After advertising in the 
Current and passing out 200 flyers, on-
ly one submission was made. 
The old adage about poor starving 
students musn't be true because a forty 
dollar gift certificate to dinner didn't 
tempt more entries. 
Luckily, the girls who won seem to 
realize the value of what a meal costs. 
I bet they won't be using it at Bonanza. 
When reading their submission, I 
couldn't help but think of the Love Con-
nection. The staff would love to hear 
"Bobs" rebuttal to his "double" date. In 
fact, we'd love to hear about it so much 
that if he's out there and cares to reply, 
we'll reimburse him for what he' spent 
on their trip to Bonanza. How about it, 
"Bob?" 
, 
, 
, 
:******************** ~ Scctt . Bral1dt t ~ ~ - 838,,3~28.f( Ft. Meyers Beach Ft. Lauderdale 
G'rammar from page 3 
----~~----~--------------
-they're - the contractiun of they are, 
as in they're corning. 
color, its food. ~ r I1ctcgrapQY .f( 
* ' .f( Padre Island· 
• there - location or introductory 
word, as in they went there, there are 
three different kinds. ' 
- it's - the contraction of it is, as in it's 
late, it's time to go. 
* Quality ~t .f( 
* Budget Prices t 
* .f( 
Lake of the Ozarks Daytona Beach 
Interested in attending a spring-break 
vacation with a difference? 
6. to, too, two - Another popular 
misused set of words. Please note: 
-to - often used as preposition. Dif-
ficult to define, so some examples: key 
to the door, I want to run. 
My teacher pointed out that though 
these mistakes are not serious, they can 
'Cletract from what would nonnally be a 
great paper or article. 
* ~ 
* ~ 
* ~ 
* ~ 
Attend an Informational Meetin~ 
Monday. Feb 12 at 11a.m. Rm.229 
J.e. Penney Building 
-too - also, more than. as in I want 
to run too, she has too much money. 
-two - the .number. 
7. your, you're - also an ever-popular 
favorite on th all-time mistake list. Note: 
.your - the posessive, as in your 
house, your girlfriend. 
Well, that's the fault of alot of people 
(students, etc,) who will write papers. 
and the professor will not think there 
alright. And to those students who fail 
due to simple errors, that's you're fault 
for not ,,'liting things right the first time, 
and its two bad you cant'sgo back and 
correct them. * ~ * ~ 
* ~ 
Or call 385-3455 & leave a message 
where you can be contacted 
Sponsored by Newman House ·you're - the contraction of you are, 
as in you're late. But for those of you who write a pro-per paper, congratulations !! You are a 
minmity. 10 Pcrccl1t U:\ISL Student, * faculty A.l1d Staff f)isCClUl1t efcrtraits ~ 
* . 
• • 
********************* 
GROW 
WITH A 
FIRST-RATE 
TEAM. 
BUSINESS 838·8400 
RESIDENCE 838·0878 
STO RR' S FLO RlST 
The Navy Medical Service 
Corps offers a rrofessional career 
plus the unique benefits and 
rewarding lifestyle of a Navy 
officer. 
FLowers by Jacqui 
5923 WEBER RO 
ST LoufS . MISSOURI 63123 
• 
• ~<.~ 
sn/~/:.' 
• Immediate openings for 
optometrists , physical 
therapists, clinical 
psychologists and podiatrists. 
JACQUI STORR DOUGLAS ALLEN A. DOUGLAS 
• Excellent medical facilities. 
• Salary and benefits competitive 
with civilian practice. 
• Navy officer' fringe benefits. 
Call for more information . 
Dwight's 
Mufflers & Brakes 
1-800-446-6289 
-Walking distance from UMSL's Florissant Rd. 
Entrance 
NAVY l:J.. OFFICER. -Alumni Owned 
LEAD THE ADVENTURE. Catalytic Converters • Brakes • Welding 
Shock Absorbers • Custom Bending - Springs 
Hl6llnT QUAL-lFt PAlllS 
AND W"ORKMAIISHIP 
AT 8EASOJIADLE PRICES 
" 
522-9449 
1617 S. Florissant 
******************************** 
FEB~UA~Y 14 
BOBBIE HUNT 
" 
NOON, ~UMMIT LOUNGE 
Former gtar of Ringling Brag. & Barnum Bailey Circug 
----------------------------~---
RAYBOST ' N 
PRODUC "TIONS 
MUSIC. • DANCE • FUN • SMILES • FRIENDS 
~~~~. 
Free HaaQen·Dazs Ice Cream BHS· Good Sized Pools 
Haag'iii=Dazs' 
c· AllY Boston Productions, P.O . Box 302. Killington. VT 05751 
'l=ridcIY, Fel)rllclry)6 
I plYl-llprn SLII11/11it LOLJl1gg 
lnJyg~ ~;~~:~~ty 2 -l,() C) () 9Clll011 'POOI9 'I ~ Board ~ I ",J,~ ,,& ~C11'\d _~/;) ~I;) I 
MuSt have a bathing Suit and tOllJell 
to enter the pooll area. 
L i\lg 1'1 u s i() 13 Y ,= Jl.lI? C; I~II L I)! 
SUI)PCI~TI:I) 13\' S!(;MJ\ PII:RATEI~NIT\, 
******************************** 
8. its, it's - voted most popular 
mistake in 1966. Note: 
- its - the posessive, as in its smeU, its 
-, H 1m ere 
You can go ahe.ld to Camp II. 
-. 
When You Need Me 
. 
~~=::::::===~'" ' 
, 
. ~ : -\, 
- ' .. \ 
- : ·.-t·,·: , 
.... ~ . . iii ·······:· .. ~ ~ 
: . . : \ 
A 
CIRRUS.' 
The Automatic: Teller 
Normandy Bank Customers, get your application at the facility in University Center or cali us at383-
5555. if you have your account at another bank, your ATM card can be used at the machine in Univer-
sity Center if it has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it. 
383-5555 
IlmmandIj BemA 
7151 NATURAL BRIDGE 
ST. LOUIS', MO 63121 
y 
'<~:: '.~, . 
Member FDIC 
St. Louis County Distributor of the World's ....... 
Grea!est Family of Beers. 
~1969 ANHEUSER·BUSCH. INC 4$T LOUIS. 1.40 
.' 
S 'PORTS 
February 8, 1990 
-Where is 
the Si's-
Boom-Bah! 
Roo's 
Roost' 
" 
by Mike Van Roo . 
contributing sports writer 
Well it's time to get up on the soap 
box again UMSL fans. Where the 
HELL have you been hiding? 
My latest outrage and embarass-
ment comes as the reslilt of atten-
ding the UM--,St. Louis vs. 
Southeast Missouri State University 
basketball game last . Wednesday 
night a~ the Mark Thain ~uilding. 
I realIze that this is a commuter 
campus and all, but I could have 
sworn I was at a baseball Cardinal 
game with the huge sea of red that 
pulsated throughout the building. 
Red is one of the colors of the 
SEMO Indians, and their fans were 
decked out in it from head to to~ and 
certainly made no apologies as to 
whom they were rooting for. 
I know this is not Mizzou, but I 
think it wbuld be nice ' once in a 
while to show a little more school 
spirit. 
Granted the men's and women's 
basketbaIl teams are not having a 
very good year (Their combined 
record is weII under .500). But 1· 
think it's a credit to head coaches 
Rich Meckfessel and Bobbi Morse 
who have put out some competitive 
teams who don't-know the meaning 
of the word quit. 
On the women's side, there is 
Monica Steinhoff, who is one of the 
top scorers in the nation for NCAA 
II competition. And on the men's 
side, there's Chriz Pilz and Von 
Scales leading a scrappy if somewhat 
undersized bunch of Rivermen. 
Sure, the average age of the stu-
dent attending UM-St. Louis is 26, 
and, yeah, they have jobs and other 
outside interests such as families, 
wives, girlfriends, boyfriends, etc. 
But when you think about how 
~ SEMO brings horoes and horoes of 
fans up here to a game (1 counted 
3 Greyhound-size buses parked out-
side), it kind of tarnishes the "home 
court" advantage for the Rivermen 
and Riverwomen. 
Yes, there are some fans that at-
tend the UM-St. Louis games and 
root for the home team. But when 
'you put them up against the mass of 
red at the SEMO game, their 
numbers and visibility are almost 
mute in comparison. 
I 'don't think you need to entice 
the fraternities with free pizza as to 
the most vocallspirited group at a 
game. Sure it's a nice gesture, but I 
think the spirit of a school should 
go without saying. 
Granted too, this is only a division 
II school, so maybe the emphasis is 
dO\'mplayed a bit. But the last three 
UM-St. Louis versus SEMO games 
that I have attended have been an 
overwhelming and very crimson pro~ 
SEMO crowd. 
One thing that many students and 
faculty may be unaware of, is the fact 
that they get in for free to the games 
with a valid l.D. 
Sure, the parking around the 
Mark Twain Building is somewhat 
limited, but it's not a very far walk. 
The annoum;ed attendance at the 
game last week was 2,800. Which 
translated into at least 2,000 SEMO 
fans, give or take a few hundred. 
Now I know there are some high 
s chool sporting events that draw 
more fans than an UM-St. Louis 
athletic event. But when you're in 
high school, I guess the only things 
to do on a Friday or Saturday night 
these days is to attend your school's 
athletic event, or cruise the 'malls. 
The officiajcapacity at the Mark 
Twain Building is 4,736. And that 
amount is only threatened when 
SEMO comes to town. 
Starting next year, SEMO will 
change over to NCAA division I 
status,Even though the Indians play 
in the 7,000 seat Show Me Center, 
I don't think any visiting division I 
team will be embarrasSed by the size 
of the facility and may probability be 
intimidated by the noise of their fans. 
Well what can we ;Iearn from this? 
I don't know at this time. Maybe this 
is the way it's always been, and 
maybe it's the way it will always be. 
Like any situation in life, it's what 
you make of it. Now I don't exactly 
bleed red'and gold (UM- St. Louis' 
school colors, in case you hadn't 
noticed) when UM-St. Louis loses 
a basketball game or whatever. But 
I guess if I lived down in Cape 
Girardeau and had nothing better to 
do on a Wegnesday night, if there 
is anything to do on a Wednesday 
night down there, then I would have 
trekked up to St. Louis to watch my 
team play too. 
CURRENT Page 7 
IB-ball Teams ·See.Red Against· SEMO 
R · . D UM-St. Louis scoring was led by KeVin HIli got hImself m foul trouble IVermen TOp sophomore Monica Steinhoff who shot at 3:23, and Tom Smith came ion to 
Cl G . 21 of 33 from the field, including 6 replace him. Hilllcft the game WIth 4 OS e . arne To three-point buckets and two free throws. fouls.. . 
.. . At the end of the first half, SEMO had At 1.36, UM-:-.St. L~uls slow~d the Arch-RIval a 51-33 lead, and it didn't get any bet- pace down b~ callmg a time-out WIth the 
. ter for the Riverwomen as the Indians lead .belongmg to SEMO: !2-71. 
by David Workman 
copy editor 
January 31 turned out to be a not-so-
great day for the UM-St. Louis 
Rivennen and Riverwomen as they both 
fell to Southeast Missouri State in disap-
pointing losses. 
The Riverwomen started it out in the 
first game as SEt'10 pulled out a 14-
point victory, finishing the game 87-73. 
Jerri Wiley led th~ Indians with 21 
points, shooting 7 of 13 from the field 
and 7 01 10 from the charity stripe. 
SEMO's Sherri MitChell finished the 
night with 18 points, 16 of which came 
from the field and two from the line. 
walked away with an 87-73 wi . WIth 2 seconds remammg on the 
n. clock, Pilz called another UM-St. 
The long-awaited match-up between Louis TO with SEMO leading 77-75. 
the two men's teams, however, turned 
out to be a barn burner as both teams 
fought diligently until the final buzzer. 
Chris Pilz started out the scoring for 
the Rivermen just seconds after the tip-
off, and that set the pace for the rest 
• of t!Je game. 
The first half left a lot of the fans 
breathless as the Indians and Rivermen 
went into the locker rooms in a 38-38 
tie. 
SEMO shot 35.7% from the outside 
with a 50% accuracy.frtirp three-point 
range. UM-St. Louis made 57.7% of 
its outside shots but fell short 25 % from -
three points. Both teams did very well 
from the line - SEMO hitting 75% and 
UM-St. Louis making 70%. . I 
But despite the excitement of the first 
'half, the second half was the part of the 
game that really told the tale. 
Both teari'is came out of the locker 
rooms fired up and ready to trounce. 
But neither team could pull very far 
ahead before their lead was reduced to 
nothing. 
Seven minutes into the second half, 
UM-St. Louis had the lead at 53-52, 
but it didn't last very long; by the 10:35 
mark, SEMO had recaptured the lead 
at 57-56, Then Laurence Wilson ex-
tended to lead to 4 by sinking a three-
pointer to make it 60--56. • 
The Rivermen failed to score before 
the buzzer, so the Indians of Southeast 
Missouri State left st. Louis with a 77-75 
victory under their belts. 
As usual, the SEMO fans far out-
numbered the UM-St. Louis fans as 
the stands were covered by a sea of red. 
With the victory, the series rivalry 
record between the teams moves to 26-9 
in favor of SEMO. 
Above: Tammy Putnam takes a shot in the Jan. 31 loss to SEMO. 
(Scott Brandt Photo) Far left: The starting tip-off of the men's game 
lea~ to.a close 77-75 loss for the Rivermen.(Scott Brandt photo) left: 
ChriS Pllz t~kes th~ ball in in an attempt to boost the Rivermen ahead 
of the Indlans.(Mlchelle McMurray photo) , 
Water Wrap-Up: Victory Met, No Sweat, Get Wet 
PRACTICE: Marlon Akins practices under the watchful eye 
of diving coach Kevi Harwood (photo by David Barnes) 
Swimmers Make Waves 
Against Bradley, W. Ill. 
by David BMnes 
sports editor 
A broken pool pump, causing the 
UM-St. Louis swim team to have only 
two' practiceS, didn't stop them from 
beating Bradley University 58-55 and 
Western illinois University 71-40 over 
the weekend. 
The malfunction, now repaired, kept 
the filters from working which meant, 
as swimmer Mike Brickey said , 
"everything in the pool stayed in the 
pool:' 
"We swam slow but we raced well: ' 
said Riverman Devlin McDonough of 
the teams performance, "When it got 
close we did what had to be done to 
win!' 
Head coach Mary Liston said she was 
"pleasantly surprised" that the team 
defeated Bradley. 
The coach of the Bradley team had 
said in their student newspaper that 
they were 190king at the match with 
UM-St. Louis as a practice meet. 
liston found the article and "I 
showed it to the team just before swim-
mingo I think that might have helped 
motivate us." 
Brickey, McDonough, and Brett 
Woods all scored first place in their 
events. 
A new 400-yard medley relay team of 
McDonough, Jeff Heveroh , Dan 
Bostelmann, and Terry Moore came in 
flfst. "I was surprised we did as well as 
we did. That was the first time we swam 
that combination:' said McDonough. 
Moore, a 19 year old freshman, was 
involved in a car wreck the next night 
in Rolla. His face hit the windshield and 
required 60 stitches. Moore will find out 
Feb. 8 if he can swim in the next meet. 
Lenny Miller came away with first in 
each of the diving events, but also came 
away with "swimmer's ear" - an infection 
common to water athletes. 
Marlon Akins finished second 
against Western illinois and third 
against Bradley. 
. Akins hit his foot against the board 
in the I-meter dive against Western il-
linois. "This time, when I hit the board 
I came back with' some strong dives;' he 
See Swimming, page 8 
Aquarobics 
A Different Way To Get In Shape 
by David Barnes 
sports editor 
Bouncing up and down, jarring the 
joints, sweat pouring from the pores. 
No wonder so many Americans aren't 
in shape. 
A class offered by UM-St. Louis 
tackles these problems and offers a uni-
que solution. 
Aquarobics. 
Exercises in the water. Lifeguard and 
water safety instructor Susan Browder 
.leads a class of 14 in the Mark Twain 
Building swimming pool every Monday 
and Wednesday. 
A major advantage to exercising in the 
pool, Browder ' said, is that "the water 
takes away all the forces that normally are 
X
ting on your knees. When you're jum-
ing around you get a lot of forces . on 
our joints. The water relieves all those. 
"Also, ~hile you're doing it, the water 
is circling around your body and massag-
ing the muscles as you work, so you don't 
tend to get sore." 
"We do a warm-up, then we move into 
aerobics for up to 24 minutes," she said, 
"Then we do an alternative form of exer-
cise and then a cool down:' 
The alternative exercise differs 
week to week. 
One of them is suspended exercises in 
the deep end. "We bicycle with our legs 
while milk jugs are supporting us:' she 
said. 
Another uses kickboards which add to 
the water resistance and help tone arm 
muscles. 
Other times the class exercises against 
the wall to strengthen the stomach and 
legs. 
Carol Christ takes the class because 
"it's refreshing. You don't sweat and 
there's no soreness the next day." 
"You can work just as hard and get' 
your heart rate up just as high as you 
would by working on the ground, but 
it's a lot better (or you," Browder said. 
"Everybody has a target h€art rate," 
she said. Once the proper rate is found, 
the participants "Ieam how to adjust 
and work hard enough to get their heart 
up that high. That's where you're do: 
ing the most benefit for your body:' 
Before the exercises begin, there 
is a warm-up in the water. "It's stretching 
starting with the head and working 
down to the feet;" said Browder, "It's get-
ting the body ready to go into the 
aerobics so that you don't pull anything 
or hurt yourself once you start." 
After the aerobics Browder leads a 
cool down. "A lot of stretching is what 
it is;' she said, "Just so that when you 
get out of the pool all your muscl es 
don't tighten up. It also makes the body 
r~ady to get out of the water and stop 
exercising." 
Susan Yerian summed up her reasons 
for taking the class as, "You don't sweat. 
You don't hurt. You're never sore from 
the muscles. it's a good solid workout." 
IN THE WATER: Aquarobics are a healthy way to exercise without 
hurting joints or muscles. (Photo by Michelle McMurray) 
Riding The Rapids From Chile To Mississippi 
by Lee Conrad 
reporter 
Stan Stay, engineer for McDonnell 
Douglas, teaches one night a week at 
UM-St. Louis. The class isn't in the 
Course Description Catalogue and the 
cashiers have probably never heard of 
it: it's a kayaking class. 
"Right now we're at capacity, which ' 
is 15;' Stay said , "The last couple of 
semesters we've had to tum people 
awaY:' 
A kayak is a small one or two person 
boat. "The two-man boat is more 
popular in England, but Americans like 
the single boats: ' Stoy said. 
Contrary to its appearance, he said, 
the kayaker is not actually "stuck"-in the 
boat. 
If the kaycik flips over in the water, the 
rider would fallout unless his legs were 
braced on the inside of the boat. . 
Thn years ago, Stay led the rock clim-
bing trips for Wahih~n University's 
Outing Club. But,after seeing a kayak-
ing competition and reading articles 
about the 1980 championship, he swit-
('Rain is no problem, you're going to get 
wet anyway_" -Stan Stoy 
. ched his enthusiasm to the water. 
Today he is one of 160 members in 
Missouri's White Water Association, and 
one of only six registered racers who can 
compete at divisional and . national 
levels. 
He says that the sport is enjoyed . as 
recreation as much, or more than, 
competition. 
There's a standard joke about 
Missouri being in the middle of white 
water cbuntry; the punch line is, "we're 
eight to ten hours away In any direction 
from white water." 
Actually, the St. Francis River, about 
100 miles south of St. Louis, is the best 
place in Missouri for kayakfug, accor-
cling to Stay. 
Rivers are rated on a scale from one 
to six, with six meaning "risk of life." 
. The St. Francis is usually a "three'; but 
has been as high as a "five" after heavy 
rain. 
Some rivers that Stay has been on, 
such as the Ubamba, in Chile, have 
been "six's". "To my knowledge, there 
are parts of the Ubamba that have never 
been run;' he said. 
The Bio Bio river, also in'Chile, is the 
premiere run in the world, Stoy said, 
with "good hard paddling and beautiful 
scenery." 
Stay thinks that kayaking is golng to 
make a big comeback in popularity in 
America. It's scheduled to become be 
an event in the 1992 Spain Olympics, 
where the sport is already enjoying high 
popularity. 
Kayaking made its last Oympic ap-
pearance in 1972 when Stay said it was 
"the second most-watched event, 
behind track and field :' 
He believes that ifkayaking ever gets 
a permanent position in the Olympics 
it would dominate the water sports. 
Two of the things that Stay enjoys 
about the sport are that it can be done 
in almost any weather and by almost' 
anybody. 
"Rain is no problem;' he said, "You're 
going to get wet anyway." 
They also paddle when it's cold, just 
as soon as the ice breaks and flushes 
out. "One time," he continued, ;'1 can 
remember floating a while, then walk-
ing across some ice carrying our boats, 
then floating again:' 
A person doesn't need to be fanatical-
ly fit or muscular, he said, only in 
"reasonable shape." In fact, Stay said be-
ing really athletic is sometimes a 
drawback. 
"Some people, especially men, try to 
overpower the boat instead of using 
technique. Coordination and fl exibility 
are the keys:" 
There is, of course, the element of 
danger present. On the Fui (pronounc-
ed £Wee) River in South America, there 
are 11 or 12 waterfalls in a one mile 
stretch that are higher than eight feet. 
It's common to go. over falls and even 
to go airborne, Stay said. In the middle 
of that mile stretch, there's. a 24 foot 
watedall and 50 feet further downstream 
there's a 12 f~ot falL 
A little closer to home, 27 people (as 
of a couple of years ago) have died 
floating the Savannah River on the 
Geurgia-South Carolina border. Most of 
the river scenes from the movie 
"Deliverance" were filmed there. 
Much closer to home, Charles 
Schumann, a math professor at UM-
St. Louis, drowned five years ago at 
Chain-{)f-Rocks on the Mississippi River, 
just north of S1. Louis. 
"Charlie only had one other person 
with him;' Stay said, "You should always 
have at least three people." 
Stoy's class has been taught at UM:"" 
St. Louis twice a year for more than 10 
years and is offered to the public. It costs 
$47 for UM-S1. Louis students and 
$ 78 for everyone else. It includes 
classroom instruction ' as well as pool 
practice in the Mark Tlvain building. 
HELP WANTED 
ATIENTION-HIRINGI Govern-
ment jobs-your area. Many im-
mediate openings without 
waiting list or test. 
$17,840-$69,485. Call 
1-602.a3B-8885. ext r6729. 
ATIENTION: EARN MONEY 
READING BOOKSI 
$32,000Iyear income potential. 
Details. (1)-602-838-8885 Ext. 
Bk 6729. 
ATIENTION: EARN MONEY 
TYPING AT HOMEI 32,OOO/yr 
income potential. Details, (1) 
602-838-8885 Ext T6729 
EXTRA WEEKLY INCOME 
mailing circularsl No bosses or 
quotas I Spare or full time! 
RUSH self-addressed, stamped 
envelope: CLC Unlimited. P.O. 
Box 205, Florissant, MO 63032. 
AIRLINES NCNY HIRING. Flight 
Attendants, Travel Agents, 
Mechanics, Customer Service. 
Listing. Salaries to $105K. Entry 
level positions. Call (1) 
S05-6SHiOOO Ext. A-2166 
GOVERNMENTS JOBS $16,040 
- $59.2301yr. Now Hiring. Call (1) 
B05--687-6ooo Ext. R-2166 for 
current federal list. 
ATTENTION: EASY WORK EX-
CEllENT PAY! Assemble pro-
ducts at home. Details. (1) 
602--838-8885 Ext. W-6729. 
Typist needed fOf" technical 
papers and letters. Rates 
negotiable. Must have some PC 
e)(perience. Call 427-0854 bet· 
ween 7pm and 9pm 
weeknights or write to: 
Robert Rice 
P.O. Box 695 
St. Ann, Mo 63074. 
Best fundraiser On Campusl 
15 your fraternity, sorority Or 
club interested in earning 
$1,000.00 + for a one-week, on 
campus mariceting project? You 
must be well-organlzed and 
hard wor1cing. Call Jenny or 
Myra at (800) 592-2121. 
National Markwting Firm seeks 
mature student to manage on-
campus promotions for top 
companies this school year. 
Flexible hours with earnings 
potential to $2,500 per 
semester. Must be organized, 
hardworking and money 
motivated. Call Usanne or Myra 
at (BOO) 592-2121. 
Join Annie's Santa Fe Mexican 
Restaurant and Cantina open-
ing February 12 in St. Peters. 
,waiters and waitresses, cooks, 
dish people, busboys, 
cocktailers, hosts and 
hostesses, bartenders and door 
persons. Come to 4054 W 
C1ov~rleaf St. Peters, Missouri. 
928--8727 
Professional fundraising firm 
loolcing for mature adults to 
speak with peoiple about dona-
tions to prestigious charitable 
organizations, educational in· 
stitutfons and eardiac care 
facilities. Flexible, part-time, 
evening, weekend day and 
evening hours also available.' 
$6.00thr to start. Can Dawn at 
531-4503 between 12:00 and 
4:00pm. 
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION 
OR BIG SCREEN TV PLUS 
RAISE UP TO $lAQO IN JUST 
10 DAYS! Obiective: Fundraiser 
Commitment: Minimal Money: 
Raise>$1,400 Cost: Zero Invest-
ment Campus Organizations, 
clubs, frats, sororities call 
OCMC at 1 (800) 950-847211 
(800) 932-0528 ext. 10. 
NEWS DEPARTMENT 
REORGANIZING. VICIOUS IN· 
VESTIGATIVE REPORTERS 
NEEDED TO EXPOSE AND EX-
PUNGE EVIL FROM THE 
UMSL CAMPUS. contacT kiriL 
daviD dickinsoN at the currenT 
newS officE: 553-5174. 
fOR RENT 
NORMANDY EAST & WEST 
APARTMENTS. 1 & 2 Brm. 
apartments, hardwood floors, 
appliances, CIA, off street park-
ing, laundry facilities, storage. 
$310.00-$325.00 KOHN ER 
PROPERTIES 862-5955 
ROOMATE NEEDED FREE 
HEAT, FREE WATER, $175/ 
MONTH, CARPETED AIR CON-
DITIONED 5 MINUTES FROM 
UMSL. 383--3504 MIKE. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
limousine for hire. Please help 
me pay for my semester 
878-4857 or digital beeper 
855-2026. 
Want to get in shape? Personal 
trainer (mens) available at 
reasonable rates. Call Steve 
631-8057. 
GREAT DEAL UMSL students 
homesharing opportunity near 
UMSL campus, kitchen, laun-
dry included. Call early before 
you miss.1 Call all day at 
381-1146, ask for Artie. 
STL! luxixlusr/group. St. Louis 
unix users group invites all in-
terested individuals to thier 
monthly meetings. For more in-
formation call Terry Linhardt 
772-4762. 
Student is traveling by car to 
Winterhauer, Florida for 
SPRING BREAK. Need 1-3 
passengers to share expenses. 
Can drive to any city north of 
51. Petersburg. Will pick up on 
return trip. Please call 521-5533, 
My husband and I wish to 
adopt an infant. We're a well-
educated happily married cou-
ple wanting to share our love 
and lives with children. If you 
know anyone considering plac-
ing an infant for adoption, 
please call us at 878-2929 afte.-
6:30 PM and weekends. 
SCOTT BRANDT 
PHOTOGRAPHY. 838-3928. 
WEDDINGS, IN-HOME POR· 
TRAITS, OUTDOOR POR-
TRAITS, QUALITY FOR A STU-
DENT BUDGET UMSL 
STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF 
SAVE 10% BY MENTIONING 
THIS AD AND 1.0. 
FOR SALE 
ATIENTION: GOVERNMENT 
HOMES from '$1 (u-repair). 
Delinquent tax property. 
Repossessions. Call 
1-602-838-8885 ext gh6729. 
Volvo 1977, AT, AC, Ps, PB, 
sunroof, looks & runs good. 
$1400 or best offer. 993-0482. 
A healthy alternative with no 
fuel cost and the best paricing 
on campus. Raleigh Record ten 
speed. 23 inch frame. '100. Call 
261-6869. 
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT 
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100. 
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, 
Chevys. Surplus Buyer.; Guide. 
1-602-838--8885 EXT.A6729. 
GOVERNMENT HOMES from 
$1 (U repair). Delinquent tax 
property. Repossessions. Call 
(1)805·B87-6000 Ext .. GH-2166 
for cu rrent repo list. 
Refrigerator and deep freezer 
for sale. Refrigerator is 18.5 
cubic feet with bottom treezer. 
Deep freeze is 17.5 cubic teet. 
Refrigerator $100 Freezer $75. 
Call 831-1521 6pm-l0pm. 
SPRING BREAK! 
Best prices & location for Sp, 
TX & Cancun, MX. For more in-
fo call Karen Smoot 429-1196 or 
John Prost 428-5934. 
THE WORD WORKS- Profes--
sional typing and word pro· 
cessing for your term papers, 
theses, dissertations, 
manuscripts, newsletters. 
resumes. Editorial, organiza-
tional, and layout assistance. , 
Laser primer. Notary public: 
314-388-1330; facsimile 
314-868-6047. 
1980 Datsun B210, AIC AMfFM 
Cassette. Auto, 84,000 miles. 
Very good running. Asking 
$890 or best offer. Call Bo at 
868-7160 (night) or 553-6435 
(day). 
81 Plymouth Reliant K, sta. 
wagon. Auto . Runs good, 
clean, 109,xxx, $550. Call Ding 
553-6481 day. 
Why Worry! Let us do your typ-
ing for you! For more informa-
tion please call 921·1776 or 
838-6235 anytime. 
RESUMES/LASER TYPESET-
TING Professional 
writerieditor. Former eployee of 
resume agency knows: Those 
places are rip-offs. I will prepare 
for you a resume as good or 
better than thiers for Y, the 
cost. Compare cost and quali-
ty.725--342:1 
Personal 
John, Happy Valentine's Day 
from your linle T.C.! These past 
few years have been great and 
I know there will be more to 
come- A lot more! I love you 
very much. Michele 
TKE, Happy Vafentine's Day! I 
miss you all. Love. A Lady Who 
Still Cares. 
Michele, Happy V-Day! I love 
your e.B and your BBLI love 
ya!John 
Shawn, Happy Valentine's Day, 
Studmuffin!1 I love you bun-
t ches and bunches!! Love 
forever. Leann. 
ATTENTION STUDENTS: Keep 
your hopes up. There are 11 % 
more girts on this campus. 
Don't give up ROW. Tail Feather 
& Yellow Hogs. (Group for 
single men on campus.) 
Fuzzy Bear, Through thick and 
thin we've always made it. 
Thanks for turning my life 
around. I'm very proud of you, 
you're my inspiration. Love.-
always. Angel 
Dear Amy C. I can't help but 
love you more and mor&- Love 
Brian P: 
P. Sage, Congratulations ' on 
your "A" in Daves class! Love 
EAT 
Hey Mallon let's go shooting! 
Uttle Christmas 
Jody, Your radiant beauty 
shines forth as a taper in the 
darkness. With a smile to 
launch a thousand ships, you 
have purloined our very hearts. 
Love and Devotion. Batman 
and the Monster. 
Me Monster, When I gaze into 
your bloodshot eyes, the tiny 
bats are revolving. Twinkle 
Twinkle Twinkle. I want you to 
know that J will always be your 
"Littfe Doormouse." Jody 
Sara W. Thanx for being you. 
Guess who? 
Congrats to the new Delta Zeta 
actives. From the Teke's 
HEY PIKES! HAVEN'T SEEN 
YOU GUYS AT ANY UM-ST. 
LOUIS BASKETBALL GAME 
SPIRIT NIGHTS. UP TO DATE 
RESULTS: SIG TAU:4 WINS, 
SIG PI: 1 WIN, TEKES 2 WINS, 
ZETAS: 1 WIN AND PIKES 0 
WI NSt WHERE'S YOUR 
SCHOOL SPIRIT GUYS? A 
CONCERNED FAN 
Carolyn B., I miss you more 
than words can say. Because 
you're never around. Oh well, 
Happy Valentine's Day anyway. 
love Batman 
Reape, Thants for being a good 
listener and friend. Have a Hap-
py Valentine's Day! Love I'; 
Friend 
Deltasigs, don't forget Induc-
tion is this Friday, Feb 9th. Meet 
,n the lobby of the J.e. Penney 
building. , 
To the greatest guys on cam-
pus! Pump it up Sig Taus! Nuff 
said! 
SOMETHING FOR TERRY 
BREEDING 
! wanted to say something 
Something about romance 
Something maybe about sex 
But I was iust afi-aid to say 
anythIng 
About something 
Other than the condition of my 
hair: 
How Agree does so much for it 
Than Nexxus ever did. 
And then I realized something 
About fear 
And how through the sieve of 
Reason 
I could justif>{ silence 
Against a vulnerable emotion. 
Something about mushy 
adverbs 
And not feeling they should be 
said 
Outloud 
Face to face 
Outside a song 
Outside a Hallmark card 
And I am wrong. you know 
Because I can easily say 
I love you very much. 
Here. 
But this is iust a sill,/ poem, 
Anyway. 
Mary Ladd 
Dear Barb and Steph, I love you 
two like sisters. Thanks for all 
the support ever the pas! years. 
We're mends forever .... Love, 
Carol 
Dear Mark, Thanks for all the 
precious moments we have 
shared over the past three ' 
years. I truly love you, with all 
my heart. Happy Valentine's 
Day. Always yours, Carol 
Mary, something wonderful 
happened that Tuesday after 
poetry class. I began to get to, 
know you. I began to fall in love 
with you. Valentine's Day is a 
special day for lovers, but with 
you every day is a special day. 
I love you. Terry 
CONGRATULATIONS ALL 
NEW INITIATED ZETAS. LUV 
DR 
Thank you to the person who 
hit the white Grand Prix in 
Garage D on Friday 212. Feel 
free to drop off $532 for the 
damage to my car. You know 
who you are. 
To the Delta Zetas. Congratula· 
tions and good luck from one 
pledge class to another. 
The Sigma Tau Gamma 
Pledges wish to thank the ac-
tives for the opportunity of 
brotherhood. 
Johnboy, Whenever you're 
ready to teach me to ride, your 
personal slave will teach you 
the naked fun game. My 
motor's running. I hope I can 
handle your stick. Fenatio 
D n 
t 
!?WHY STUDY HARDER 
THAN YOU HAVE TO!? 
LET ZENITH SHOW YOU 
HOW TO TAKE A BREAK 
t 
• 
.> 
'Tamatha (Spike??), EIEI Cool J 
and Frank, Let's do lunch agam 
soon. You gi,lslook good 
. enough to eat. Still looking for 
your message in the Personals. 
To the blonde in French I. I love 
trench coats! 
Scotty, I wuv you-! Happy 
Valentine's Day. Your Honey 
Craig, When are you going to 
get a parking sticker on your 
truck? 
To my sweetheart, Happy 
Valentine's Day. I hope we 
spend mqny more togetha! . 
Love Greta 
Fred U tell me .... your number 
and!,11 tell you your sweetness 
is my weakness!1i Happy Valen-
tine's Day from your Seceret 
Admirer 
Dearest Wendell; Roses are red, 
violets are blue- we're so glad 
you are you! Not a Barry nor a 
Frank from Greta and Stacey 
comes a thanks! For your 
hospitality and nice ways, 
because you're special, Happy 
Valentine's Day! 
Happy Valentrne's Day to my 
favorjte couple and may yo~r 
admiration of each other bring 
you an abundance of hap· 
piness for the Valentine's Days 
to come, Greta and Darick. 
From yo pal, Stacey 
Stacey Acey Acey ius a III 
Valentine's Day wish 4 ya from 
ure ace buddy friend pal, PS. 
don't forget U owe me dinner; 
$5.00 can go a long way, longer 
than McDonald's on Natural 
Bridge! Luv ya! Greta 
A special Happy Valentine's 
Day to MafCia and Ted. Whoa! 
Save that for the honeymoon! 
Love yo buddies Stacey and 
Gre.ta. By the way, we're wear-
ing our supreme dresses to the ' 
wedding. Ha Ha 
Happy Valentine's Day to the 
family Susan, Marcia, Tiffany, 
Kevin, Rene.e, Kelle. arid Kelle's 
cuzin which makes you our 
cuzintoo. We11reunlte on Feb. 
16th I;ive at the J.e,. PeMey 
Building C Yal Stacey and Greta 
Gretta... oops! I mean Greta, 
Happy Valentine's Day from 
your ace boon Stacey. We be 
kickin' like a Bruce Lee movie. 
Ha Ha 
WhaJ-'!> up to the home gyrlz 
Marcia. Tiffany, Aiisa, ar:ld 
DeUcia and the ga.t fresh crew. 
[)aricK and_Rod Happy Valen-
tine's Day from Stacey and 
Greta 
Happy Valentine's Day to the 
stars of the Motown Review 
and to the producer Ms. Sheila 
Powell. Everyone will beat the 
prm;tice on the 17th. Why? 
Because we love you. From the 
Supremes .• 
To Kim M. and €andj c. We 
f19ver said -congratulations to 
. you so here it is, and a Happy 
Valentine's Day from Stacey, 
Marcia. anc!' Greta. We're hap-
py for you both! 
Angela. Your beauty is but a 
rosebud ' waiting to blossom 
forth on the dew tainted morn. 
Our Iove·for you knows no end. 
Love alwayS. Batman and The 
Monster 
Mellisa, Thanks fO< being there! 
You are a true Zeta and the best 
pledge mom. Let's carry on the 
tradition. Zeta love and mine, 
Amy 
Dawn, Tammy. Amy, Tricia, and 
Paula, We made itt Gongrats to 
all of us! Let's show everyQne 
iust how special.ZetaS are! Zeta 
love. Amy and Nancy 
Carolyn, Thanks for being such 
a great pledge t"TlCln1 and friend! 
This is only the b~inning 01 a 
great friendship! Zeta love and 
mine, Nancy 
To the member-sof ·Zeta Tau 
Alpha, This is it! Initiation!! 
Thanks for being such a great 
bunch of gals! You are all truly 
Zeta Ladiesl Zeta love, Omega 
Pledge Class 
Hey Happy Valentine's Day to 
Leslie, Diane Angi and Laura 
who told me about this. 
said, ''I'm a lot more confident since 
Christmas:' 
During the winter break Akins travel-
ed to Pennsylvania and trained for 
almost two weeks. He used a dry land 
bo ard to practice his dives. 
"I would go'fnto meets before and see 
good divers and get intimidated. Now 
I try to intimidate them. 
The dry land board is a device com-
monly used by gymnasts that attaches 
to the waist and holds a diver in the air 
while doing a jump. The diver. gently 
landed with the help of a trainer, never 
gets wet. 
"Diving can be a real painful ex-
perience from smacking the water. [The 
dry land board] is a no-pain technique 
to leam with," Akins said, then when 
you get on a regular board you have a 
lot more confidence. 
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"Now I look forward to my hardest 
dives and think 'This is a dive that can 
bring me back:" 
"If aa 1m"" ,..',"ICJ '''''tan • 
,ersGIII crisis il ,.ar IiI •••• 
LET US HELP YOUl" 
FREE TEST-Can 
de 1m pr-VIHI"CY 10 days ait ... h beglnt! 
IMMEDIATE RESULTS 
Professional coun~lin9 & GUI,lan .. 
ALL s~IUJ FREE and confidential 
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ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN'" 
Z-286 LP 8MHz with FTM monitor 
Let Zenith Data Systems make sChool work easier 
. with the Z-286 LP, it delivers 286 speed and power in 
a compact, 4"-high cabinet design. Our award win-
ning FTM monitor gives you the level of compatibility 
and colors with greater depth and definition. 
.,. ... .. -, ... " . .,.- .. 
"~~~~D1~H<' , 
Supers Port 286 model 20 
This battery-powered portable computer 
goes everywhere you and your back-
pack go!! And all the power of a desktop!! 
The SupersPort 286 offers: 1 MB of 
memory, 79-key full-function keyboard, 
detachable battery, zero wait states and 
much more!! 
II~I I .' . 1010 
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT t 
~NI'Hldata systems 
-
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS 
Jim Harris 
(314) 991-4061. 
Graphics simulate Microsorrt< Windows, a product ot Microsoft Coq::oratlon Micro50tt"· Window'! IS Incfuded with all hard disk models 01 Zenilh Data Sys~ems' advance.:! r1f'~top 5yslem5. 
Spe<:ial pricing oHer good only on ourchases dlre{;Uy through ler.ulh CQlltac1(::.) listed above by sluder't::., laculty and s1art lor lheir own use. No olher discounts apply. 
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